EarthCARE, a joint ESA–JAXA satellite to be launched in 2018, will provide global profiles of clouds, aerosols, and precipitation properties together with derived radiative fluxes and heating rates.

The Earth Clouds, Aerosol and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE) satellite is a joint mission by the European Space and Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agencies scheduled for launch in 2018. Data from its cloud profiling radar, with Doppler capability, high-spectral-resolution lidar, and multispectral imager will be used to retrieve global profiles of cloud, aerosol, and precipitation properties. Radiation fields predicted from these profiles will be compared with observations made by its broadband radiometer. These data will be used to evaluate the representation of clouds, aerosol, precipitation, and associated radiative fluxes within climate and weather forecasting models and to assess if different, more physically
based, parameterization schemes within the models can improve these representations.

The Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (IPCC 2013) states that “Climate models now include more cloud and aerosol processes, and their interactions, than at the time of AR4, but there remains low confidence in the representativity and quantification of these processes in models.” Moreover, the largest single cause of uncertainty in anthropogenic radiative forcing is from the indirect effect of aerosols on clouds; estimates range between −1.33 and −0.06 W m⁻². Figure 1 shows the range of predicted changes of cloud radiative forcing (2.5 W m⁻²) between 2006 and 2100 for eight Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) models each forced with the same emissions and forecasting a 3.7 ± 1 K temperature increase, whereas the direct radiative forcing from doubling CO₂ is estimated at 3.7 W m⁻². A recent white paper on “grand challenges” (Bony and Stevens 2012) emphasizes the importance of the interactions between clouds, greenhouses gases, and aerosols in a changing climate. Global numerical weather prediction models have made enormous strides over the past decade and most are expected to have a resolution of 8 km, or better, when EarthCARE is launched. The remarkable ability of the 3.5-km-gridded Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM), with forward simulations by the Joint Simulator, to represent the Tropical Cyclone Fengsheng is displayed in Fig. 2 (Hashino et al. 2013). The close similarity between the forward-modeled and observed radar and lidar profiles indicates their potential for use in data assimilation, as has indeed been demonstrated by Janisková et al. (2012).

EarthCARE can be considered an evolution of the very successful CloudSat (Stephens et al. 2008) and Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO; Winker et al. 2010), which were launched into the A-Train constellation in 2006 in a 705-km orbit. CloudSat’s 94-GHz cloud radar and Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) measure global profiles of cloud and aerosol properties. When combined with other instruments in the A-Train such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and top-of-atmosphere (TOA) fluxes inferred from Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES), they give a detailed picture of the global distributions of clouds and aerosols and how they interact with radiation and the hydrological cycle.

These data have been used in many multimodel evaluations. For example, Koffi et al. (2012) analyzed the aerosol distribution in 20 global aerosol models and found they overestimated the extinction above 6-km height; Nam et al. (2012) compared eleven climate models and found that tropical boundary layer clouds were ‘too few and too bright’; Li et al. (2013) reported that the mean annual ice water path in 19 climate models varied by factors of 2–10, and Li et al. (2012) looked at 20 models and discovered regional radiation biases in annual mean fluxes of up to ±30 W m⁻². In terms of addressing model physics, the data have been used to show how replacing diagnostic ice with a prognostic scheme results in a better ice water distribution (Delanoë et al. 2011) and have identified that the “autoconversion” term in

Fig. 1. The range of the change in cloud radiative effects predicted from 2006 to 2100 from eight different models for the same CO₂ increase and associated with global temperature rises of between 2.7 and 4.7 K depending on the model. The oscillations in the envelope show the large interannual variability. Several papers (e.g., Dufresne and Bony 2008) have shown that more than 70% of this intermodel spread on global mean temperature increase is due to uncertainty on cloud feedback.
most models converts cloud liquid water to rain too rapidly (Suzuki et al. 2010). The data have further been used to provide the first global climatology of snowfall (Liu 2008) and light rainfall over the ocean (Berg et al. 2010) and have been used to quantify the radiative impact of subvisual cirrus (Sun et al. 2011). Zhang et al. (2010) report that over 30% of midlevel clouds have a thin layer of supercooled liquid at cloud top; these layers have a strong radiative effect but are absent in the climate models. In the next sections, we discuss how the observations from EarthCARE may help to resolve some of the model discrepancies.

THE FOUR EARTHCARE INSTRUMENTS AND SINGLE-SENSOR ALGORITHMS.

Overview. EarthCARE will carry four instruments on a single platform in a 393-km orbit. Table 1 provides a brief summary of EarthCARE’s instruments; Fig. 3 describes instrument sampling geometries and the orbit. The 355-nm high-spectral-resolution lidar (HSRL) will separate the backscatter return from

Fig. 2. Global simulation by the 3.5-km-gridded NICAM model: (top) simulated visible radiances, TOA upward longwave flux (W m$^{-2}$), and 94-GHz CPR signal (dBZ) on 18 Jun 2008. For the visible image, the cloudy-sky RGB was created with simulated MODIS 1, 4, and 3 band radiances, and the clear-sky part was filled with Blue Marble: Next Generation (http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/BlueMarble/). (bottom) Regional segments of observed and simulated brightness temperature at 10.8 $\mu$m (K) with a Tropical Cyclone Fengsheng and height-distant cross sections for CPR (dBZ) and lidar (log10 of 1 m$^{-1}$ sr$^{-1}$) signals along the CloudSat orbit (white line) on 18 Jun 2008. The observed brightness temperature was taken from Himawari.
Table 1. The specifications of the four EarthCARE instruments and examples of the products.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Example products and synergy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric lidar (ATLID) 355 nm</td>
<td>Transmits 38 mJ pulses at 51 Hz. High-spectral-resolution receiver with Rayleigh and Mie copolar and total cross-polar channels. Telescope diameter 0.62 m. Beam divergence 45 µrad, ground footprint about 30 m. Receiver field of view 65 µrad. Pointing 3° off-nadir along track to avoid specular reflection from ice crystals. Vertical-resolution 103 m from –1 to 20 km in height and 500 m from 20 to 40 km. Horizontal resolution 285 m (two shots).</td>
<td>Aerosol products: profiles of extinction, backscatter, depolarization ratio, lidar ratio (all with uncertainties), and aerosol type. Cloud products: effective radius, cloud-top height, cloud and aerosol synergy products with CPR and MSI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud profiling radar (CPR) 94.05 GHz</td>
<td>2.5-m antenna. Nadir pointing. 0.095° (3 dB) beam width; 660-m ground footprint. Extended Interaction Klystron (EIK). 3.3-µs pulses. Pulse repetition frequency 6100–7500 Hz. Doppler capability. 500-m vertical resolution, oversampled at 100 m down to 1 km below the surface. Horizontal sampling 500 m.</td>
<td>Cloud and vertical motion products. Synergy with ATLID and MSI: narrow swath profiles of liquid and ice-cloud content and extinction, particle size and concentration, and precipitation rates (all with uncertainties).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multispectral imager (MSI)</td>
<td>Nadir pushbroom imager with seven channels: 0.670, 0.865, 1.65, 2.21, 8.80, 10.80, and 12.00 µm. To reduce sunglint the swath is tilted to right of ground track looking forward along the orbit, so it is 115 km to the right, 35 km to the left. Sampling 500 m × 500 m at nadir.</td>
<td>Cloud and aerosol products. Radiance used to construct 3D cloud–aerosol scenes around narrow swath of retrieved profiles, leading to estimates of radiative flux and heating rate profiles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadband radiometer (BBR)</td>
<td>Channels: 0.25–50 µm, 0.25–4 µm; three fixed telescopes: nadir, forward, and backward (at 50° viewing zenith angles). Radiometric accuracy: SW 2.5 W m⁻² sr⁻¹; LW 1.5 W m⁻² sr⁻¹. Mean radiances averaged to 10 km × 10 km will be oversampled and reported every ~1 km along track.</td>
<td>Observed solar and thermal radiances and their derived fluxes are compared with those predicted by radiative transfer models applied to 3D constructed scenes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clouds and aerosols from the molecular return, thus providing a direct measurement of the extinction profile of clouds and aerosols and, when combined with the cross-polar return, better identification of aerosol type and ice particle characteristics. The EarthCARE cloud profiling radar (CPR) will have a Doppler capability and so give information on convective motions as well as ice and rain fall speeds, leading to improved drizzle, rainfall, and snowfall rates. The additional 7 dB of sensitivity (a factor of 5) compared with CloudSat will enable it to better detect thin ice clouds and much more low-level stratus and stratocumulus. The radar and lidar signals will be combined with observations from the multispectral imager (MSI) within an optimal-estimation framework to give a detailed 2D profile of the properties of the clouds and aerosol. The information from the broader swath of the MSI will be used to extend the 2D profiles into a full 3D domain; this 3D domain will be used as input to broadband radiative transfer models so that fluxes, heating rates, and radiances may be computed and TOA radiances and fluxes compared to those derived from EarthCARE’s broadband radiometer (BBR). Simulations described in this paper suggest that it will be possible to compute TOA fluxes and compare them with the BBR observations over each 10 km × 10 km scene to an accuracy of 10 W m⁻². The comparison between the modeled and observed BBR observations will provide a unique and useful consistency evaluation of the retrievals that will be used to help evaluate and improve EarthCARE products.

These data will be invaluable for studying cloud, aerosol, precipitation, and radiation processes and how they vary on a seasonal and regional scale. Comparison of the observations with climate and weather models will enable the testing of the various parameterization schemes, such as ice particle fall speed, ice particle size distributions, ice mass versus size, and autoconversion of liquid water to rain. This can be done at a statistical level by comparing climate models with observations and seeing how well the mean properties and the probability distribution functions of the cloud, aerosol, precipitation, and radiation variables, together with their geographical and seasonal changes, are captured by the models. For weather models and climate models run in forecast mode, individual scenes can be compared at 10 km × 10 km resolution. To enable EarthCARE data to be assimilated into forecast models, it is expected that nominal level 1 (L1) data will be available within
Estimating Doppler velocities from space is difficult (see related sidebar “Challenges in measuring Doppler velocity from space”) because of satellite motion, velocity folding, and nonuniform beam filling (NUBF). CloudSat is calibrated by periodically pointing the beam 11° across track and measuring the (known) sea surface return; EarthCARE CPR calibration will be slightly different, involving a periodic 10° sweep across track. In addition, as for CloudSat, the precise antenna beam pattern and radiometric performance will be evaluated by placing active radar calibrators (ARCs) within the footprint of the CPR as it overflies Japan (Horie et al. 2012). In addition to using the ARCs to validate the CPR antenna pointing, simulations (Battaglia and Kollias 2014) have shown that Doppler returns from natural targets, such as high cirrus clouds over the length of an orbit, can be used to estimate the accuracy of the pointing bias of the antenna and reduce its impact on the Doppler uncertainty.

A pulse-pair method will be used for the Doppler measurements using the phase shift between echo signals from successive pulses; however, velocity ambiguities arise when this phase shift exceeds ±180°. With a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 7.5 kHz (pulse separation 20 km) this leads to a folding velocity of 6 m s⁻¹. The motion of the satellite induces a 3.8 m s⁻¹ Doppler width in the target return; the lower this Doppler width is compared with the folding velocity, the more accurate is the retrieved Doppler velocity. Accordingly, the highest possible PRF is chosen compatible with the pulse separation being less than the cloud depth, and a variable PRF is adopted with range windows of 20, 16, or 12 km depending on the latitude.

A pulse-pair method will be used for the Doppler measurements using the phase shift between echo signals from successive pulses; however, velocity ambiguities arise when this phase shift exceeds ±180°. With a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 7.5 kHz (pulse separation 20 km) this leads to a folding velocity of 6 m s⁻¹. The motion of the satellite induces a 3.8 m s⁻¹ Doppler width in the target return; the lower this Doppler width is compared with the folding velocity, the more accurate is the retrieved Doppler velocity. Accordingly, the highest possible PRF is chosen compatible with the pulse separation being less than the cloud depth, and a variable PRF is adopted with range windows of 20, 16, or 12 km depending on the latitude.

**94-GHz cloud profiling radar.** EarthCARE will have the first atmospheric radar in space with Doppler capability. Because of its larger antenna and lower orbit, it will have 7-dB higher sensitivity compared with CloudSat. The CPR antenna is shown in Fig. 5.

---

**Fig. 3.** Viewing geometry and sampling of the four instruments on the EarthCARE, which will fly in a sun-synchronous 97° inclination orbit at 393-km height with mean equator local descending node crossing time of 1400 h and a 25-day repeat cycle.

5.5 h 60% of the time. For worst-case blind orbits, data should be available within 24 h for single-instrument (L2a) and 48 h for synergistic (L2b) products.

Figure 4 shows the multilevel structure of EarthCARE’s geophysical products (L2). To optimally exploit the synergy between the various instruments, provide tolerance to the possibility of instrument degradation or failure, and to maintain continuity with established retrieval methods, an integrated combination of single-instrument (L2a) and multiinstrument (L2b) retrievals is being implemented. Many of the algorithms require estimates of the vertical profiles of temperature, pressure, and humidity, which will be provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. In the next sections we consider the specification and retrieval algorithms of the four individual instruments. This is followed by discussion of synergistic retrievals using a combination of instruments.

**94-GHz cloud profiling radar.** EarthCARE will have the first atmospheric radar in space with Doppler capability. Because of its larger antenna and lower orbit, it will have 7-dB higher sensitivity compared with CloudSat. The CPR antenna is shown in Fig. 5.
Black Forest, Germany (48°32′24˝N, 8°23′49˝E), is displayed in Fig. 6. The biases introduced by the NUBF within the EarthCARE CPR footprint can be estimated (Tanelli et al. 2002; Sy et al. 2014) and are displayed in Fig. 6b. The simulated, uncorrected EarthCARE Doppler velocities at 1-km integration are shown in Fig. 6c where the noisy Doppler velocities in regions with radar reflectivities below −20 dBZ have been suppressed (Kollias et al. 2013).

The NUBF biases are easy to detect near cloud edges and in areas with strong horizontal reflectivity gradients. CPR velocity folding is noticeable in liquid precipitation (e.g., at ranges between 200 and 250 km). Furthermore, the CPR velocity field is noisier than the ARM Doppler velocity field owing to the Doppler fading effect arising from satellite motion.

Figure 6d displays the results of using the 500-m integrated reflectivities simulated for the EarthCARE CPR and applies a NUBF correction [of order 0.2 m s⁻¹ (dBZ km⁻¹) in magnitude] based on the gradient of reflectivity across the 1-km footprint. Velocity unfolding is also performed using velocity continuity in the low levels. In areas with high signal-to-noise ratio the simulated CPR velocity uncertainty is below 0.5 m s⁻¹ Retrievals in vigorously convective regions will be much more challenging. Further details of Doppler velocity correction techniques can be found in Schutgens (2008) and Sy et al. (2014).

The CPR cloud mask algorithm, based on Doppler cloud radar data from the Research Vessel Mirai (Okamoto et al. 2007, 2008) and CloudSat (Hagihara et al. 2010), uses signal-to-noise ratio and spatial continuity to identify clouds. Classification into cloud particle types utilizes vertical structures of reflectivity, Doppler velocity, and temperature to identify three-dimensional ice (3D), horizontally oriented ice (2D), liquid water, the melting layer, snow, and rain. Ice-scattering properties and reflectivity-weighted terminal velocity are estimated in terms of shape, orientation, and size by the discrete dipole approximation (Sato...
et al. 2009) to retrieve the following properties: effective radius, ice and liquid-water content, snow and rain rate and their amount, sedimentation velocity, and vertical air motion (Sato et al. 2009; Sato and Okamoto 2011).

**355-nm high-spectral-resolution lidar.** The EarthCARE atmospheric lidar (ATLID) is a linearly polarized HSRL (Shipley et al. 1983) transmitting a spectrally narrow laser line at 355 nm and separating the backscatter return into three channels: a “Mie” channel, receiving the copolar return from clouds and aerosols; a copolar “Rayleigh” channel, receiving copolar backscatter from atmospheric molecules; and a channel receiving the total backscattered cross-polar signal.

In the absence of any attenuating cloud or aerosol, the profile of the Rayleigh channel is defined by the known profile of air density. The extinction profile of the clouds and aerosols can be derived from the observed reduction in the Rayleigh profile below this expected value. This extinction profile may then be used to correct the observed attenuated Mie backscatter profile, and the true “lidar” or “extinction-to-backscatter” ratio ($S$) may be calculated (see “Optical depth from the HSRL” sidebar and the associated figure). In contrast, a simple elastic backscatter lidar like CALIOP must assume a value for $S$ in order to estimate the extinction coefficient (Omar et al. 2009) or, in the case of isolated layers embedded in clear air, constrained retrievals using molecular scattering below and above the layer as a reference are applied (Young and Vaughan 2009).

The nighttime copolar Mie-channel performance of ATLID should be similar to the 532-nm CALIOP channel, but better daytime sensitivity is expected because of reduced background noise due to the smaller field of view, the narrower
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**Fig. 4.** Flowchart showing level 1, 2a, and 2b products scheduled to be in place when EarthCARE is launched. Level 2a geophysical products are derived from a single instrument’s data, while level 2b products use synergistic data from more than one instrument.

**Fig. 5.** The 2.5-m antenna for the 94-GHz radar.
0.3 nm filter, and the lower levels of earthshine than at 532 nm. Absolute calibration of the Rayleigh channel will be achieved by long integrations (e.g., 500 km horizontal) of the molecular returns between 35- and 40-km height. Cross-talk leakage between the Rayleigh and Mie channels will be determined by hardware-based onboard spectral calibration so that the Mie channel can be calibrated via the leaked Rayleigh signal. More details on the technical specifications of ATLID can be found in Durand et al. (2007).

Figure 7 gives an indication of the expected performance of the ATLID HSRL for retrieving aerosol extinction and backscatter profiles compared with a 532-nm CALIPSO-type retrieval. This example is based on a simulated aerosol field from the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD)–Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling (COSMO) model, used as input to the lidar component of the EarthCARE simulator (ECSIM) (Voors et al. 2007). The simulations include the effects of instrument noise and, for ATLID, cross talk between the Rayleigh and Mie channels. The profiles obtained by running retrieval algorithms on the simulated signals for a 50-km horizontal distance are displayed in Fig. 7, highlighting the superior performance of the HSRL technique over the backscatter lidar approach when the aerosol layer extends down to the surface. Here, the uncertainty in the CALIPSO retrieval is mainly due to the range of assumed values of $S$ used in the retrieval procedure ($65 \pm 20$ sr at 532 nm). Using the wrong value of $S$ will, in effect, lead to the wrong extinction correction being used to estimate the true backscatter profile from the observed attenuated backscatter profile. In the present case, a 30% uncertainty in $S$ leads to a 30% overcorrection of the two-way attenuation in the observed backscatter signal and a further 30% error, making 60% in total, when $S$ is used.

**Fig. 6.** Demonstration of the correction of CPR Doppler velocities observed from space. (a) Mean Doppler velocity observed by the ground-based 94-GHz ARM cloud radar on 9 Aug 2007 during its Black Forest, Germany, deployment. (b) Estimated Doppler velocity bias due to nonuniform beam-filling conditions within the CPR sampling volume. (c) Simulated CPR Doppler velocity at 1-km along-track integration (no correction). (d) Simulated CPR Doppler velocity at 1-km along-track integration with nonuniform beam-filling and Doppler velocity folding correction. Simulated CPR Doppler velocities at radar reflectivities below -20 dBZ are not shown (black areas).
together with the estimated backscatter profile to calculate the total layer optical thickness. The errors in the retrieved profile due to an error in the specified value of $S$ are strongly dependent on the two-way transmission to the layer top; thus, for larger optical depths, the profile errors propagating down from the layer top can be much higher than those shown here.

Clouds, in general, lead to higher attenuated backscatter and Rayleigh-channel attenuations than is the case for aerosols. Methods using the Mie and Rayleigh channel returns together within an optimal-estimation framework are in advanced development and, apart from clouds such as tenuous cirrus, should deliver cloud products at the 1-km horizontal scale. Cloud detection will be provided at scales down to the native resolution of 143 m for one shot or 285 m for two onboard summed shots.

Liquid-water and ice partitioning is one of the major sources of uncertainties in sensitivity studies of future climate (Watanabe et al. 2010). Discrimination between cloud, aerosol, and molecules may be achieved from HSRL data after noise reduction using wavelet analysis based on the technique of Okamoto et al. (2008). Yoshida et al. (2010) demonstrated how clouds may be classified from CALIOP depolarization and the extinction estimated using a forward-modeling technique that includes multiple scattering and physical optics (Okamoto et al. 2010).

The quantification of direct aerosol radiative forcing in general and the achievement of radiative

OPTICAL DEPTH FROM THE HSRL

The problem of deriving optical depth from a backscatter lidar:

1. A simple backscatter lidar provides only an attenuated backscatter profile.
2. The extinction can only be derived by assuming a value of the lidar ratio (extinction-to-backscatter ratio).
3. The lidar ratio for aerosols can vary between about 10 and 100 sr.
4. Even though, on average, a priori assignments of lidar ratio may be better than 20%–50%. Uncertain a priori estimates of the lidar ratio still may result in an error of the optical depth of a cloud or aerosol layer of a factor of 2.

The solution using a high-spectral-resolution lidar:

1) The backscatter return (red) consists of a broadband “Rayleigh” component from the rapidly moving molecules and a narrowband “Mie” return from the slower moving larger cloud and aerosol particles (left side of Fig. SB2).
2) The Rayleigh and Mie return are separated by two filters (black curves: R and M in left side of Fig. SB2).
3) Right-hand side of Fig. SB2 shows the Mie signal from a cloud or aerosol layer; coincident with this layer, the Rayleigh signal drops below the value predicted from the air density by an amount depending upon the optical depth of the layer.
4) Once the extinction profile is derived from the Rayleigh signal, then the Mie channel can be corrected for this attenuation and the lidar ratio derived from the ratio of the extinction profile to the attenuation-corrected backscatter profile.
Fig. 7. Retrieval of backscatter and extinction profiles using simulated ATLID HSRL signals at 355 nm (blue) compared with the profiles retrieved with corresponding simulated CALIOP signals at 532 nm (green). A simulated sulfate aerosol field was used with an effective radius of 0.5 \( \mu \)m so that the aerosol optical depth is 0.233 at 355 nm with the lidar ratio \( S \) equal to 35 sr, and 0.254 at 532 nm with \( S = 65 \) sr. ECSIM was used to simulate the signals corresponding to a 50-km horizontal integration for the ATLID Rayleigh and Mie channels and the 532-nm channel of CALIOP. The lines are obtained by running corresponding HSRL and 532-nm backscatter retrieval algorithms on the simulated lidar signals. The black lines are the “true” profiles; the blue and green lines are the retrieved profiles. The spread in the green (532 nm) retrievals is due to the choice of \( S \) from 45 to 85 sr while the error bars show the smaller uncertainty due to random noise effects. Note that the HSRL errors for the inferred layer optical thickness and integrated backscatter (IB) are 8% and 7%, respectively, but for the backscatter lidar they are 64% and 42%.

EarthCARE will provide a level 2 aerosol-type product that is mainly based on measured intensive (i.e., concentration independent) particle properties (e.g., Müller et al. 2007; Burton et al. 2012). This aerosol classification uses the measurements in Fig. 8 of lidar ratio and particle linear depolarization ratio at the ATLID wavelength of 355 nm to distinguish between 1) smoke plumes or anthropogenic pollution; 2) spherical, nonabsorbing marine aerosol; and 3) dust and volcanic ash. Intermediate values of lidar ratio and depolarization ratio may allow some estimate of the mixing state. Additional information such as geographical location, season, vertical distribution, and temperature as well as column-integrated Ångström exponents derived from combined ATLID (355 nm) and MSI (670 nm) optical depth retrievals will be used to refine the classification. In addition, the extinction from mixtures of aerosol components, such as black carbon, dust, and water-soluble aerosols, will be retrieved from the ATLID database on the HSRL algorithm of Nishizawa et al. (2008) and the technique to infer nonsphericity of dust (Nishizawa et al. 2011).

Multispectral imager. The MSI (Pérez Albiñana et al. 2010) will measure emitted infrared and reflected solar radiances. The spectral characteristics of the channels (Table 1) are comparable to Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) (Meteosat) and Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) [National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)] channels. The MSI comprises two separate optical units: one for the solar and one for the thermal infrared (TIR) channels. Solar-channel calibration will be performed by dark-target measurements during eclipse of the orbit and sun calibration by looking directly to the sun during passes over the South Pole region. TIR-channel calibration uses the onboard blackbody source
and the cold-space viewport. Radiometric performance in the visible and near-infrared channels is specified as a signal-to-noise ratio of about 70 for dim scenes and 500 for bright scenes, and about 20 and 250, respectively, for these scenes in the shortwave infrared. Noise requirement for the TIR channels is 0.80 K for cold (220 K) and 0.25 K for warm (293 K) scenes. Long-term radiometric stability over one year is anticipated to be better than 1% for solar channels and 0.3 K for TIR channels.

MSI data will be used to 1) infer column-integrated aerosol and cloud properties, 2) constrain synergistic retrievals, and 3) construct small 3D atmospheres around the 2D cross section retrieved from the radar and lidar. In the first step of the data analysis, cloud-screening algorithms establish each pixel as cloudy or clear and determine the cloud thermodynamic phase by applying static and dynamic threshold tests to radiances (Ishida and Nakajima 2009). In the second step, all MSI pixels are analyzed to retrieve aerosol optical depth, aerosol Ångström exponent, cloud optical depth, effective particle radius, cloud-top temperature, and pressure. Aerosol optical depth is retrieved at 0.6 µm over ocean and land as well as at 0.8 µm over ocean (Higurashi et al. 2000; von Hoyningen-Huene et al. 2003). Cloud microphysical retrievals are based on the combination of visible channels (0.6 µm, 0.8 µm) and near-infrared channels (1.6 µm, 2.2 µm). Cloud-top height retrieval is limited to infrared-window channels, but an improved estimate along the lidar track can be obtained via synergy with ATLID. Additionally synergistic analysis using CPR, ATLID, and MSI measurements have been developed using data from CloudSat, CALIOP, and MODIS (e.g., Nakajima et al. 2010; Suzuki et al. 2010).

**Multiangle broadband radiometer.** The BBR will measure TOA reflected solar and emitted thermal radiances in three viewing directions (Fig. 3, Table 1) with a time delay of ~150 s between forward and backward views of a surface target. The swath is sufficiently wide so that the three views align along the satellite track, yielding excellent characterizations of the surface–atmosphere anisotropy. The BBR telescopes measure total-wave radiances from 0.25 µm to beyond 50 µm. Applying an uncoated synthetic quartz filter...
mounted on a rotating drum to each telescope results in the shortwave (SW) channel covering 0.25–4.0 µm. Longwave (LW) radiances are obtained by differencing the two channels. To remove instrumental spectral response effects, measured radiances are “unfiltered,” thus isolating estimates of actual SW and LW radiances (Velázquez-Blázquez and Clerbaux 2010). Radiometric calibration will be performed using onboard hot and cold black bodies. Aging effects on the SW channel will be monitored with a solar calibration board hot and cold black bodies. Radiometric calibration will be performed using on-board hot and cold black bodies. Aging effects on the SW channel will be monitored with a solar calibration unit (Proulx et al. 2010).

TOA flux estimates, to be used for radiative closure assessment, are derived by applying angular distribution models (ADMs) to the three BBR radiances collocated at a reference height. Fluxes for each view are used for an internal consistency check and combined into a single flux for each (10 km)² scene. EarthCARE’s SW scene type-dependent ADMs were constructed from CERES and MODIS data using a feed-forward back-propagation artificial neural network (Domenech and Wehr 2011) and assessed via comparison to CERES ADMs (Loeb et al. 2005). Inputs are BBR SW radiance, angular geometry, weighted MSI radiances surface descriptors, and cloud fraction inferred from MSI. LW ADMs are based on correlations between the anisotropy of BBR radiances and spectral information provided by MSI LW radiances (Clerbaux et al. 2003; Domenech et al. 2011). Anisotropic factors were estimated through multiple regressions on simulated MSI brightness temperatures and corresponding LW fluxes computed by a 1D radiative transfer model.

**SYNERGY ALGORITHMS.** A notable successful application of sensor synergy is provided by the development and deployment of combined lidar and cloud radar algorithms for the retrieval of cloud macro- and microphysics (e.g., Donovan et al. 2001). Lids are sensitive to small cloud/aerosol particles, but lidar signals can often be strongly attenuated by clouds. Cloud profiling radars are not strongly attenuated by clouds but are not sensitive to small cloud particles and can miss some low-level water clouds and optically thin cirrus. The combination of lidar and radar not only provides a much more complete height-resolved detection of the presence of clouds but can also provide quantitative information on the cloud particle size and water content by exploiting the different response to particle size between the two wavelengths (Okamoto et al. 2003, 2010). The lidar and radar synergy within EarthCARE also incorporates the data streams from the MSI in order both to improve the cloud and aerosol profile retrievals (e.g., Delanoë and Hogan 2010) and to provide a 2D horizontal context to the retrieved nadir profiles (Barker et al. 2011). The data processing chain of EarthCARE is being designed with sensor synergy as a guiding principle from the ground up. This will enable effective use of the total EarthCARE instrument package. In the remainder of this section we present some illustrative examples of the types of synergistic algorithms that will be employed in the EarthCARE processing scheme.

**Target classification.** Before microphysical retrieval algorithms can be applied, it is necessary to report the lidar and radar data on a common joint standard grid and to apply cloud/aerosol mask schemes (Hagihara et al. 2010) that identify particle types present at each point in the grid (Yoshida et al. 2010; Nishizawa et al. 2008). The possible radar targets are liquid-cloud droplets, ice particles, raindrops, aerosols, insects, and stratospheric particles (which may be aerosols or clouds). Combinations are possible (e.g., in mixed-phase clouds where supercooled liquid droplets coexist with ice particles). This approach builds on work to combine radar-only and lidar-only cloud masks (e.g., Hagihara et al. 2010).

Illingworth et al. (2007) made extensive use of target classification in the “CloudNET” processing of ground-based radar and lidar data, and this approach has since been applied to CloudSat and CALIPSO (Delanoë and Hogan 2010; Ceccaldi et al. 2013). The classification to be applied to EarthCARE borrows heavily from this work. Essentially, when the radar observes a signal it is interpreted as ice if above the melting layer (determined from the wet-bulb temperature in the model and the radar Doppler velocity) and rain if below. Relatively strong lidar echoes are interpreted as liquid clouds, while weaker ones are interpreted as aerosols, thin ice clouds, or stratospheric particles, depending on their height. Supercooled water can be distinguished from ice using a combination of lidar backscatter and depolarization (Yoshida et al. 2010).

**Synergetic cloud, aerosol, and precipitation retrievals.** EarthCARE will deploy two synergistic algorithms for cloud microphysics. The first builds on the ice-cloud retrievals of Okamoto et al. (2010) and Sato and Okamoto (2011) that have been applied to CloudSat and CALIOP using optimal-estimation theory to provide a rigorous estimate of retrieval uncertainties. The basic structure of the earlier version of the synergy algorithms (Okamoto et al. 2003) was adopted in the operational CloudSat and
CALIPSO synergy algorithm to produce the CloudSat 2C-ICE standard product (Deng et al. 2010). The algorithm will utilize all radar and lidar variables to reliably retrieve water content and effective radius of liquid and ice clouds, rain, and snowfall rate, as well as information on the concentration of planar ice particles. The technique of Sato et al. (2009) will be used to split the measured Doppler velocity into air motion and terminal fall-speed components.

A second “unified” algorithm, CAPTIVATE, combines the radar, lidar, and also the imager to retrieve the microphysical properties of cloud, aerosol, and precipitation simultaneously. Frequently, multiple particle types are present in the profile (e.g., liquid cloud beneath ice cloud), and CAPTIVATE is unique in being able to exploit solar radiances in this situation, which are dependent on the optical depth of all particles in the profile. Each profile is processed in turn, and the first step is to use the target classification to decide what “state variables” to retrieve that describe the properties of the particles at each vertical level. These are then used in a “forward model” that simulates the radar, lidar, and imager observations. Radar and lidar multiple scattering is accounted for using the models described by Hogan (2008). Optimal-estimation theory is used. A “cost function” is defined that penalizes differences between the observations and the corresponding forward-modeled values and between the state variables and their a priori estimates. The CAPTIVATE algorithm then finds the set of state variables that minimizes the cost function.

The ice–cloud/snow component of the CAPTIVATE algorithm inherits directly from the CloudSat–CALIOP–MODIS algorithm of Delanoë and Hogan (2010) but exploits the additional Doppler information. The liquid-cloud component retrieves liquid-water content at each height, with a “gradient constraint” added to the cost function to prevent a superadiabatic increase with height and a constraint on the total amount of liquid in the column available from the radar path-integrated attenuation (PIA) over the ocean (e.g., Lebsock et al. 2011). The rain component automatically makes use of the gradient of radar reflectivity with height to infer rain rate (Matrosov 2007) and over the ocean will also use the PIA (L’Ecuyer and Stephens 2002). An ambiguity can arise at 94 GHz when a reflectivity profile with values reducing toward the ground can be caused either by evaporating drizzle or by heavier rain attenuating the signal. In simulations, however, we have found that this can be resolved because the Doppler velocity would differ by around 2 m s⁻¹. More accurate snowfall rates can be derived using the Doppler velocity to infer the degree of riming. The aerosol component uses the HSRL molecular return to estimate the extinction profile but with a smoothness constraint in height and a Kalman smoother horizontally to cope with the noisiness of the signal. The expected effective horizontal resolution of the aerosol retrieval is 10–50 km, depending on the optical depth.

The performance of the A-Train version of CAPTIVATE is illustrated in Fig. 9, which also includes a simulation of what the EarthCARE radar and lidar would measure for the same scene. The CloudSat and CALIOP signals are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, with the target classification information from Ceccaldi et al. (2013) in Fig. 9c. These observations have been used in a retrieval of ice, liquid cloud, rain, and aerosols. The 0.5-µm extinction coefficient of all four components combined is shown in Fig. 9d, along with its retrieval uncertainty in Fig. 9e. CAPTIVATE reports retrieval uncertainties in ice extinction of 10%–20% in the lidar–radar overlap regions but closer to 50% in the radar-only regions largely because of uncertainties in the ice-scattering model (Hogan and Westbrook 2014). These CAPTIVATE retrievals have then been used to forward model what EarthCARE would see. First, Fig. 9f depicts the EarthCARE radar reflectivity factor, and we can see immediately the effect of the 7-dB extra sensitivity. A large fraction of the high ice cloud seen only by CALIOP would be detected by the EarthCARE radar. In this case, for clouds above 10 km (colder than −30°C), CloudSat detected 66% of the clouds seen by the lidar and EarthCARE 97%, but these figures are dependent on ice-scattering assumptions used to predict Z in the lidar-only regions. Experience with CALIPSO is that lidar-only retrievals of cirrus optical depth are less accurate when the cloud is so thick that no below-cloud molecular signal is detected. While this will also be the case for EarthCARE, the effect is mitigated by 1) the shorter wavelength leading to a much stronger molecular signal and 2) the higher radial sensitivity meaning that cirrus thick enough to obscure the lidar molecular signal will invariably also be detectable to radar. Delanoë and Hogan (2010) have demonstrated that synergy algorithms exploiting the radar return and the cloud and molecular returns from the lidar can retrieve optical depth seamlessly and reliably in such situations.

Doppler velocity is a key new EarthCARE variable. The vertical wind is not known from the A-Train alone, so we can only simulate the Doppler velocity owing to fall speeds, and this is shown in Fig. 9h using the Doppler multiple-scattering simulator of Battaglia.
and Tanelli (2011) and the corrections discussed in the context of Fig. 6d. For a 5-km integration length we expect errors to be about 0.5 m s⁻¹ in regions that are not highly convective. Finally, the signals that would be measured by the Mie and Rayleigh channels of the EarthCARE lidar are shown in Figs. 9g and 9i, respectively. These were simulated using the lidar component of ECSIM and include a rigorous Monte Carlo treatment of lidar multiple scattering as well as the effects of cross talk between channels and their simulated correction.

Figure 10 illustrates the CAPTIVATE algorithm for a single data profile from Fig. 9 containing rain and ice cloud (where the latter includes snow). The top two panels confirm that at the final iteration of the algorithm, the forward model very closely reproduces the observations. The importance of incorporating the effects of multiple scattering is highlighted by the fact that when multiple scattering is omitted from the forward model (red dashed lines), the radar and lidar signals are both underestimated. Figure 9c depicts the retrieved particle size, with retrieval uncertainty, and it can be seen that the uncertainty is smallest between 12 and 15 km where both the radar and lidar receive a good signal. Figure 9d shows that the surface rain rate for this profile was around 5 mm h⁻¹, and it is encouraging that precipitation flux is approximately conserved across the melting layer. Note that the strong surface return in Fig. 9a does not contaminate the rain-rate retrieval.

**Radiation and closure assessment.** Three broadband 1D radiative transfer models—CERES (Fu and Liou 1992),...
Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) (von Salzen et al. 2013), and the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (Clough et al. 2005)—are each used to compute SW and LW fluxes and heating rate profiles for each retrieved column of width about 1 km. These models are widely used in the GCM and NWP community. A small 3D atmosphere (on the order of ten to a few tens of square kilometers) is constructed around the retrieved cross section (Barker et al. 2011) by comparing the MSI radiances for an off-nadir (recipient) pixel to corresponding nearby values along the nadir. Column properties of the nadir pixel whose MSI values best resemble those of the recipient are replicated at the recipient. This yields 3D domains of about 15-km perpendicular distance to the orbit track. Figure 11 shows a schematic of the scene construction process. Figure 12 displays MODIS images and their reconstructed counterparts in addition to broadband radiances computed by the 3D LW model for a small portion of the constructed domain. A-Train data used here preceded those used in Fig. 9 by ~12 h and were ~1,000 km to the west. Broadband Monte Carlo parallelized 3D radiative transfer models (Barker et al. 2012) can then be employed to provide rapid yet accurate computation of radiances and fluxes on the joint standard grid as an operational product. Uncertainties are estimated by stochastically varying the reconstructed 3D atmosphere.

Once uncertainties for computed quantities, measured radiances, and ADM-derived broadband TOA fluxes are available, one may ask what is the probability \( f_{\Delta F^*} \) that simulated and ADM-derived TOA fluxes, when averaged to ~100-km\(^2\) assessment domains, differ by less than \( \Delta F^* \)? This represents the

---

**Fig. 10.** Demonstration of the CAPTIVATE synergistic retrieval for a profile from Fig. 9 at a horizontal distance of 400 km. (a),(b) The A-Train observations in blue and the corresponding forward-modeled values at the final iteration of the algorithm in red. The forward-modeled values omitting multiple scattering are shown by the red dashed lines. (c),(d) Retrieved properties of ice-cloud/snow (green) and rain (magenta) and their one-standard-deviation uncertainties.
essence of EarthCARE radiative closure assessment. Nominally, if $f_{\Delta F^*} > 0.5$ at $\Delta F^* \approx 10 \ \text{W m}^{-2}$ for a domain containing aerosol or cloud, most would likely conclude that EarthCARE’s goal was achieved. Closure assessment is demonstrated best with end-to-end simulations, using the full representative L2 retrieval chain, but we are unable to do those as yet. Hence, results are shown in Fig. 12 for a mock assessment using the A-Train data mentioned above. A control case using the 3D scene constructed from A-Train retrievals represents flux estimates derived from BBR radiances. Uncertainty of ±5% of TOA flux was used to represent errors due to ADMs (Kato and Loeb 2005). The experiment used 15 random perturbations of the same scene to affect input uncertainties in the form of unbiased and uncorrelated Gaussian noise (relative standard deviations of ~30% at the bases of deep clouds and decreasing with altitude) added to profiles of cloud water content and particle size. Figure 12 shows that for this best case (unbiased retrievals) ~90% of the 100-km$^2$ assessment domains have uncertainties <10 W m$^{-2}$. Once realistic retrieval uncertainties and other atmospheric and surface uncertainties are included, success rates will decrease but are nevertheless expected to exceed ~75%.

**VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION.** Verification and validation of EarthCARE products requires correlative observations of cloud, aerosol, precipitation, and radiation properties. The validation plan is to identify requirements, activities, and scientific teams for 1) validation by long-term ground-based observation networks, 2) satellite-to-satellite intercomparisons, and 3) field campaigns. Data from global or regional networks of ground-based systems, such as Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) and SKYNET radiometer networks (Holben et al. 1998; Nakajima et al. 2007), or the European Aerosol Research Lidar Network (EARLINET) and Micro-Pulse Lidar Network (MPLNET) (Pappalardo et al. 2010; Welton et al. 2001), can be used to validate EarthCARE products through statistical approaches as was done for CloudSat (Protat et al. 2010) and CALIPSO (Pappalardo et al. 2010; Omar et al. 2013). The intercomparisons with satellites—such as CloudSat, CALIPSO, Aqua, Terra, National Polar-Orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System Preparatory Project (NPP), Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB), Global Change Observation Mission-Water (GCOM-W), and Global Change Observation Mission-Climate (GCOM-C)—will be an important contribution to complement ground-based observations in remote areas. The satellite-to-satellite validation will be worth exploiting once there are enough individual coincidences available. Field campaigns with mobile ground-based instruments and airborne systems are a very important part of the validation strategy, in particular for clouds with their small spatial structures and short temporal correlations. Cloud validation will be specifically addressed by mobile radars, such as the National Institute of Information and Communication Technology’s (NICT) new ground-based 94-GHz Doppler radar that was developed from the prototype.
Fig. 12. An example of the procedure for assessing radiative closure using A-train data starting at (15.00°S, 123.23°E; 0536:36 UTC) and ending at (10.00°N, 117.86°E; 0543:48 UTC) on 2 Jan 2007. (a) Actual and reconstructed 21-km-wide MODIS images (11.03 and 0.645 μm). Arrow indicates satellite tracking directions. (top) Broadband radiances, coregistered at altitude 15 km, simulated by a 3D LW Monte Carlo model acting on the constructed 3D domain. Off-nadir views were scaled along track by cos(55°), and unlike MODIS images, these have proper aspect ratios. (b) CloudSat–CALIPSO–CERES (C3M) cloud mask (white = ice; gray = liquid). (c) Mean visible cloud optical depth for assessment domains measuring (11 km)² centered on the CloudSat–CALIPSO cross section. (d) Difference ΔF in assessment domain mean TOA flux as computed by a 3D SW Monte Carlo algorithm applied to control and experimental atmospheres as described in the text. Here, ~4.5 × 10⁸ photons were injected over the full frame (comparable to that expected for EarthCARE) so Monte Carlo noise was negligible; f_{ΔF} is the probability that ΔF < ΔF* for ΔF* equal to 5 and 10 W m⁻² assuming that uncertainties for TOA fluxes follow Gaussian distributions.
EarthCARE CPR. Aircraft operating remote sensing instrumentation similar to the EarthCARE payload will underfly the EarthCARE satellite to verify microphysical retrievals. Correlative observations from ground-based sites, aircraft, and other satellites will be identified over the coming years and their readiness will be reviewed at a Joint European Space Agency (ESA)–Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Validation Workshop prior to launch.

**CHALLENGE AND SUMMARY.** The IPCC (2013) has reiterated our low confidence in the ability to model cloud, aerosol, and precipitation processes. EarthCARE’s Doppler cloud profiling radar and high-spectral-resolution lidar are challenging instruments to be deployed in space. By careful design and with opportunities for synergistic retrievals, the mission promises to revolutionize our ability both to understand cloud, aerosol, and precipitation processes and their response to different atmospheric processes, while simultaneously evaluating and improving models. In the introduction, we gave examples of the shortcomings of current models in representing vertical profiles of aerosol, boundary layer cloud occurrence, mean ice water path, regional radiation biases, and the radiative impact of subvisual cirrus and midlevel thin supercooled cloud layers. Below we anticipate how EarthCARE should help to resolve these issues:

1) The HSRL can provide absolute and accurate measurements of extinction coefficient and lidar ratio. For example, it should estimate an aerosol layer of optical depth of 0.2 with an accuracy of 7% over a 50-km horizontal resolution. Improved extinction profiles should lead to much better consistency between cloud/aerosol retrievals and broadband radiation measurements. Though ATLID’s wavelength is different from CALIPSO’s it is anticipated that EarthCARE will extend and refine the valuable record of global lidar aerosol measurements begun by CALIPSO.

2) A sophisticated aerosol classification allowing for a quantification of absorbing and nonabsorbing, natural, and manmade particle types will be possible using the lidar and depolarization ratios observed with the HSRL and size information from the MSI. Accurate estimates of the anthropogenic versus the natural radiative impact of aerosols on the global and the regional scales will thus be feasible.

3) With 7 dB more sensitivity than CloudSat, we expect the CPR will detect substantially more thin cirrus and stratocumulus than is currently possible.

4) The CAPTIVATE synergistic retrievals using the CPR, HSRL, and MSI should yield accurate profiles of ice content, rain rates, particle size, and extinction with quantified uncertainties. For example, in ice clouds detected by the radar and lidar, we expect extinction and ice-water-content uncertainties of only 10%–20%. There will be more occasions when clouds are detected by both the lidar and radar so that, using the MSI and the optimal-estimation approach, much improved 3D scenes can be retrieved.

5) TOA fluxes predicted to within 10 W m⁻² from these 3D scenes of size 10 km × 10 km can be compared with these values observed by the broadband radiometer and those analyzed in forecast models and climate models. This should help resolve problems such as the “too few, too bright” low tropical cloud problem and the reported regional and seasonal biases of up to ±30 W m⁻² in model TOA fluxes.

6) The more sensitive radar combined with the Doppler capability should yield more accurate snowfall and rainfall seasonal and regional climatologies, together with better characterization of drizzle production in warm clouds, ice crystal fluxes from thin supercooled layer clouds, and the degree of riming in ice clouds.

7) Doppler velocity estimates in stratiform regions should be within 0.5 m s⁻¹ for 5 km along track, thus providing information on terminal velocities of ice particles, drizzle, rain, and snow and insights into drizzle production and riming. Longer averaging will provide ice fall speed of sufficient accuracy to provide a very useful constraint for global models, in which the radiation budget has been found to be very sensitive to the fall speed prescribed (Jakob 2002).

8) The Doppler capability should extend the knowledge (Luo et al. 2010) gained from CloudSat on convective motions and entrainment processes.
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